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Savannah Pride COVID-19 Precautions Notice to Players Overseas.
To all our Savannah Pride Alumni that are playing overseas including those on Scholarship in American
Colleges and High Schools. In the light of COVID -19 pandemic, our club board felt it is necessary to
inform our Alumni members playing overseas to exercise precautions regarding current Coronavirus
OUTBREAK worldwide and the increasing transmission.
We understand that you have been anxious, and waiting for news and any updates for guidance to make
an informed decision on whether you wish to stay on in the US or to return home. As you are all quite
concerned about the spread of the Coronavirus pandemic while far away from home, however we are
making sure that our member's welfare both home and abroad have the highest priority, and that we
take the necessary measures to make sure your wellbeing and your family concerns here in Australia are
being met with urgency.
As you have been monitoring news from home through family and news bulletins. Australia is now
limiting international arrivals and we foresee that it may not be long before they close borders
completely as Australia has sent out news encouraging all Australian citizens outside the country to
return home ASAP if anyone wish to come home. We do not wish to send out panic as we are only
providing you with an update on the news from the Government guidelines. If you feels that you need
to return due in part to be with family at home then we encourage you to do so and to notify your
families ASAP in communication with your college and coaches.
If anyone find it difficult based on circumstances and you wish to stay and continue to wait in US. Please
seek the right advice from your college, and ask them of how they will be supporting you through
current situation and discuss in detail with them so you fully understand what the college and its
support system and safety procedures are so that you can also inform your family here in Australia.
As always as Savannah Pride members, our club will always be available to assist if needing consultation
or assistance in working with your current colleges or family. You can stay either in contact with us
through Coach Mayor’s email or via our club social media platforms.
Regards
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